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Practice article

A new multi-agent particle swarm algorithm based on birds accents
for the 3D indoor deployment problem✩

Sami Mnasri a,∗, Nejah Nasri b, Adrien van den Bossche a, Thierry Val a

a UT2J, CNRS-IRIT (RMESS), University of Toulouse, Toulouse, France
b ENIS, LETI, University of Sfax, Sfax, Tunisia

h i g h l i g h t s

• Proving the efficiency of optimization algorithms in solving real-world problems.
• A new concept of accent birds introduced to the particle swarm optimization.
• A new hybrid scheme that integrates PSO and MAS.
• The hybridization improves the performance of the original tested algorithms.
• A comparison between simulation and experimental validation is given.
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a b s t r a c t

The 3D indoor deployment of sensor nodes is a complex real world problem, proven to be NP-hard and 
difficult to resolve using classical methods. In this context, we propose a hybrid approach relying on a 
novel bird’s accent-based many objective particle swarm optimization algorithm (named acMaPSO) to 
resolve the problem of 3D indoor deployment on the Internet of Things collection networks. The new 
concept of bird’s accent is presented to assess the search ability of particles in their local areas. To conserve 
the diversity of the population during searching, particles are separated into different accent groups 
by their regional habitation and are classified into different categories of birds/particles in each cluster 
according to their common manner of singing. A particle in an accent-group can select other particles 
as its neighbors from its group or from other groups (which sing differently) if the selected particles 
have the same expertise in singing or are less experienced compared to this particle. To allow the search 
escaping from local optima, the most expert particles (parents) ‘‘die’’ and are regularly replaced by a novice 
(newborn) randomly generated ones. Moreover, the hybridization of the proposed acMaPSO algorithm 
with multi-agent systems is suggested. The new variant (named acMaMaPSO) takes advantage of the 
distribution and interactivity of particle agents. Experimental, numerical and statistical found results 
show the effectiveness of the two proposed variants compared to different other recent state-of-the-art 
of many-objective evolutionary algorithms.

1. Introduction

The deployment of nodes is the first phase in the design and

implementation of a WSN (Wireless Sensor Network). Thus, it

significantly influences its performance. Indeed, the deployment

is a strategy which aims to determine the number of nodes, their
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positions and the topology of the network. In this study, we are in-

terested in the deployment of nodes in a three-dimensional space

that reflects the real topology of the RoI (region of interest) better

than the two-dimensional case. We are particularly interested in

improving the initial 3D indoor deployment by adding new nodes

while optimizing a set of objectives such as coverage, connectivity,

localization, quality of links and network utilization. These ob-

jectives will be detailed in the modeling section. To resolve the

deployment problem in WSN, the topology of the network can be

modeled as an identification problem in a graph as addressed in

[1] and [2]. In this static case, the deployment algorithm is run

off-line with no motion during the evolution of the algorithm and

the positions generated when the process converges represent the

final topology. Some other on-line deployment strategies aim to
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move the nodes while the algorithm is running, to improve some
criteria of the deployment like the coverage. Such methods can
be applied to mobile WSN. In this paper, we are interested in a
dynamic context where the mobility of nodes is used to evaluate
the performance of the network by collecting the values of some
metrics (such as the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication), the
FER (Frame Error Rate), the number of neighbors or the energy
consumption rate) from the network in different locations. These
locations are taken by the mobile node to evaluate the effect of the
positions of the nomad nodes on the performance of the network.
Nomad nodes are added following the proposal of the tested op-
timization algorithms. Although, the issue in our paper is offline
since there is noprogrammation on sensors andEMO (evolutionary
multi-objective optimization) algorithms give solutions offline.
Indeed, we can compare the optimization algorithms (between
them) according to their proposed deployment solutions. In our
simulations, the mobile node is used to trigger the simulation
process (by sending a first message, then, as explained in the
experimental/simulation scenario (Section 5.2.3), the used AODV
(Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) routing protocol create a
flow ofmessages in the network, which allows us to evaluate these
performances after adding the nomad nodes). In our experiments,
one or more mobile node(s) move(s) in the RoI to assess the
network performance after adding the nomad nodes. The topology
can be considered as dynamic in the sense that we have mobile
nodes and a set of nomad nodes to add after the initial deployment.

Actually, DL-IoT (Device Layer-Internet of Things) collection
networks represent the mutation of the WSNs to IoT (Internet of
things). DL-IoT is a network of connected objects (called ‘nodes’ in
WSNs)which is used to collect information. Therefore, our problem
is to deploy a 3D indoor DL-IoT. It is a scenario in which a set of au-
tonomous and connected entities (robots or peripherals) interact
and each one has a unique identifier. These objects communicate
with each other using protocols such as 802.15.4 or Bluetooth.
Indeed, the WSN ensures the hardware communication and the
transmission of the real values detected by the sensors, while
the IoT provides the manipulation of this data and the decision-
making. Our modeling and approach can be applied in the context
of WSNs and that of IoT.

To evaluate the efficiency and the performance of the new
solutions, protocols and algorithms, it is recommended to use
real-world platforms, often known as ‘‘testbeds’’, to test protocols
with a large number of real nodes. Indeed, the choice of using
real experiments rather than simulations is justified by the access
to the hardware and the prototyping of the communication de-
vices which are more and more simple. It is also justified by the
realism of the obtained results. In this context, the deployment
of connected objects in prototypes and the evaluation of their
performance with classical network metrics and human feeling
is a very interesting approach to researchers. Among real-world
platforms, SensLab which is currently known as FIT/IoT-LAB [3]
and SmartSantander [4] which is a platform for smart cities. Each
of these testbeds has several thousand available nodes. Moreover,
INDRIYA [5] and TWIST [6] allowing the deployment of nearly 200
nodes with several levels. Most of the mentioned testbeds use a
physical layer based on protocols that are standardized by IEEE
802.15.4-2006, with 868 MHz or 2.4 GHz. Thus, in contrast with
different works based on formal calculations, theoretical hypothe-
ses or simulations, the aim of this study is to characterize as finely
as possible the real world using real physical nodes (36 Teensy
nodes in our prototyping platform that will be presented in the
experiment section).

To find the best positions of the connected objects/nodes, while
satisfying the above-mentioned objectives, our approach intro-
duces a modified PSO (particle swarm optimization) algorithm

which is based on a new concept of accent birds. Moreover, hy-
bridization between MAS (multi-agent systems) and PSO is pro-
posed.

The motivation of this study using this approach raised from
the lack of studies resolving many-objective deployment prob-
lems using meta-heuristic optimization approaches although the
efficiency of these latter compared to other classical deployment
algorithms for the many-objective case [7].

The main proposed contributions in this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:

– A mathematical formulation is introduced to model the com-
plex real-world problem (the 3D indoor deployment) with many
conflict objectives to satisfy.

– The proposition of acMaPSO (accent-based many-objective
PSO) which is a modification of the MaOPSO (many-objective PSO)
algorithm that introduces a new concept in the PSO (the accent of
birds) and combines a local search mechanism with a global one
to help escaping from local optima. Moreover, a specific particle
experience concept in PSO is proposed to assess the experience of
each particle in the swarm. Then, based on this new measure, an
accent-group topology structure is designed to manage the swarm
diversity.

– Theproposition of acMaMaPSO (accent-basedmany-objective
multi-agent PSO) which introduces hybridization between PSO
andMAS that benefits from the advantages of the two approaches.
The hybridization of a multi-objective PSO with MAS exists (see
Section 2.2), but there is no many-objective version of the PSO
which is hybridized with MAS.

– There is no implementation of this hybridization on a real-
world application; we propose as an application the 3D indoor de-
ployment inWSNwith an experimental validation on real testbeds.
The performances of the proposed algorithms (acMaPSO and ac-
MaMaPSO) are compared to those of theMaOPSO and theNSGA-III,
followed by a comparison between the simulation results and the
real prototyping experiments. The interpretation of the obtained
results is also provided.

Other innovative ideas of this paper concerns mainly:
– Proving the efficiency of optimization algorithms in solving

complex real world problems.
– A comparison between simulation and experimental valida-

tion is given.
– The proposed hybridization improves the performance of the

original tested algorithms.
– The mathematical formulation of the problem relies on real

hypotheses and assumptions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A set of

related works are discussed in Section 2 to prove the suitability
of our method for the deployment problem. The modeling of the
problem is given in Section 3. The novel accent concept and the
hybrid scheme of the PSOwithMAS are presented in Section 4. The
numerical results of the proposed algorithms and a set of exper-
imentations on real testbeds which are compared to simulations
and followed by statistical and execution-time tests are detailed in
Section 5. To sum up, a conclusion and different perspectives are
discussed in Section 6.

2. Related works

2.1. Relatedworks on the 2D-3D deployment problemusing optimiza-

tion algorithms

Several recent works proposed scalable optimization algo-
rithms for efficient deployment of WSN nodes. In [8], Banimelhem
et al. propose a genetic algorithm (GA) to solve the problem of
coverage holes and deterministic 2D deployment in WSNs. The
goal is to minimize the number of mobile nodes. However, no



mathematical modeling is given to the problem. In [9], authors
suggest a multiobjective approach relying on Pareto dominance
genetic algorithms to resolve the problem of designing butterfly
valve. However, the proposed approach is based on a simple
standard genetic algorithm. Besides, simulations are carried out
without using known evaluationmetrics to assess the performance
of the approach. In [10], Danping et al. propose a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm combined with a low-cost heuristic to
solve the problem of signal and radio propagation in indoor with a
3D deployment scenario. The objective is to optimize the coverage,
the link quality, the lifetime and the cost of hardware. However,
the scalability of the proposed approach is not proved. In [11],
Ko et al. suggest a GA relying on a parsing crossover scheme to
solve the deployment in 3D irregular terrains. The objective is to
maximize the probabilistic point coverage and the global coverage.
Although, they did not prove that the proposed parsing crossover
strategy is better than the original genetic approach. Authors in
[12] propose an algorithm which is based on a harmony search to
optimize the number of deployed sensors and the coverage. The
disadvantage of this work is that the proposed network model
is simplistic. Also, only two objectives are considered and the
validation of the approach is based only on Matlab tests, without
a scenario of simulation or real-world experiments. In [13], the
problem of 3D positioning of nodes is studiedwhile optimizing the
number of nodes, the consumption of energy, the coverage area
and the localization rate. The proposed approach is based on two
evolutionary algorithms (MOEA/D and NSGA-III). However, this
study is based on a simple comparison between the twomentioned
algorithms and the evaluations only rely on simulations without
experimental validations.

2.2. Related works on the hybridization of PSO and MAS

Different other studies suggest various schemes to hybridize
PSO and MAS. Kolomvatsos and Hadjieftymiades propose in [14] a
PSO algorithm reling on intelligent and simultaneous negotiations
between a buyer agent and seller ones to achieve a purchase
transaction. The PSO algorithm was performed on each thread
with a swarm intelligence strategy to get the optimal agreement.
However, only two objectives are considered in this study. In
[15], a MAS based on a particle swarm optimization approach
(MAPSO) is used to solve the problem of distribution of the eco-
nomic charge of power system. Indeed, each agent cooperates
with its neighbors to adjust its global search capability and its
local exploration capability. Although the results indicate that this
algorithm has a high accuracy and speed of convergence compared
to other evolutionary algorithms, this algorithmmust be tested on
a real problem with a larger number of objectives and dimension
of the problem. Moreover, the modeling of the problem is not
presented. In [16], the authors propose another agent-based PSO
algorithm. With a higher degree of learning and an asynchronous
execution, the particles in this algorithm have more autonomy.
The environment of these agent particles is modeled as a cluster
of non-optimal points. The authors also implemented a parallel
variant of the proposed PSO algorithm which is more efficient but
more complicated. Another study that combines the PSOwithMAS
and GAs was proposed in [17]. The authors suggest the integration
of the mentioned approaches to solve the problem of automatic
generation of test paper in a parallel computing environment. The
proposed multi-agent architecture is based on a remote node, a
central one and a set of agents called TPAgents that control the
evolution operations of each population generation in the GA. To
minimize the cost of communication between the nodes, a fitness
evaluation is performed by TPAgents at the level of local nodes.
Only the best local particle and its corresponding local fitness
are sent to the central node to calculate the best global particle.

To escape from local optima, the best global particle is randomly
transmitted to the remote node. Despite the fact that the proposed
approach is efficient, the scalability of this system is not proven
and the number of used agents is quite small. Also, no deploy-
ment of a practical application based on a prototype system is
proposed. In [18], a multi-agent particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm hybridized with a bee decision-making process is proposed
to solve the power dispatch problem. The advantage of this study
is that the proposed algorithm works well on different objective
functions and unconstrained optimization problems. However, the
convergence time increases considerably if the number of agents
increases.

All the above-mentioned studies use a single hybridization
scheme which is based on the simple idea of modeling the particle
as an agent. Environmental modeling, particle capacity and inter-
action mechanisms between agents are often unspecified. In our
approach, we aim to propose a more sophisticated hybridization
scheme of PSO and MAS using a new concept of accent.

2.3. Other methodologies resolving the 3D deployment and their

drawbacks

In this section, we detail themethods (other than optimization)
used in solving the problem of 3D deployment and their complex-
ities, advantages and disadvantages that make the optimization
more appropriate to solve this problem.

2.3.1. VFA (Virtual Force algorithms)

When resolving the deployment problem, the deterministic
VFA method represents the nodes as points which exert forces
of repulsion and attraction between them. Nodes can move to
reposition themselves thanks to the produced acceleration of these
forces. As an example, [19] proposes a virtual forces approach
based on a potential field deployment algorithm (PFDA) to resolve
the node deployment problem. In addition, to solve the deploy-
ment in mobile sensor networks, [20] used a Delaunay triangula-
tion relation based on the contiguity between nodes to introduce a
frictional force into the Van Der Waals force equation. The most
recent algorithm studying this problem is the 3D-DVFA [21]. By
analyzing the latter algorithm, we highlight the major drawbacks
of the VFA approach in resolving the 3D deployment

– This algorithm is based on simple (basic) repulsion–attraction
movements to balance the distribution of nodes in the RoI. It tries
to spread the nodes over the space without warranty of optimal-
ity or pre-optimality. It also gives a single final solution without
iterating to improve the obtained solution.

– This algorithm loses its effectiveness if the nodes are hetero-
geneous and have different ranges of detection and transmission.
These ranges are considered as deterministic (binary and spherical
thus generating a sphere of detection and a sphere of transmission)
which does not reflect the reality.

– This algorithm can give good results if we consider only the
coverage as an objective to optimize and the connectivity as a sec-
ondary constraint to satisfy (which is equivalent to an optimization
problemwith one or twoobjectives). If the aim is to simultaneously
optimizing the coverage, the routing, the energy consumption and
the connectivity for example, the 3D-DVFA will have difficulties in
considering the mentioned objectives and its related constraints.

2.3.2. DDA and BDA algorithms

Authors in [19] propose two approximative approaches. The
first one proposes a differentiated deployment algorithm (DDA)
that uses 3D image modeling where the image is reconstructed
using polygonal elements. DDA assumes that the mesh nodes rep-
resent the positions of the sensors and that each arc between two
nodes represents the Euclidean distance between them. However,



DDA do not ensure the considered objective full network con-
nectivity). The second approach (BDA) uses a Bernoulli random
distribution that adds or removes a node in the RoI. Due to the
random nature of the BDA, some cells may remain dissatisfied due
to low probabilities of detection of generated events. Besides, only
two objectives are considered (number of sensors and quality of
monitoring).

2.3.3. Cluster-based deployment algorithms
[22] propose a deployment approach based on clustering to

ensure a maximum coverage for underwater acoustic WSN. The
nodes with the highest identifiers become leaders of clusters and
gather the nodes that are initially randomly deployed at the bottom
of the ocean. Then, these leaders identify the possible overlaps of
coverage between the nodes of each cluster.

2.3.4. Geometric patterns
The geometric properties ofWSNs allowusing the 3D geometric

structures to solve complex problems such as topology control.
Recently, different based-on geometric structures algorithms are
proposed for controlling the network topology.

2.3.4.1. Voronoi partition. The Voronoi Diagram subdivides the
plan (the RoI in the case of 3D deployment) into a discrete set of
points (sites) in such a way that each face corresponds to a region
where a site is located (a node in the case of deployment of WSN).
Voronoi partition is used to solve different distributed applications
inWSN and robotics, such as the coverage. The Voronoi diagram of
n points in the plane is calculated in a polynomial time O(nlogn).
Despite this reduced complexity for the case plan, the 3D case
of the Voronoi partition of a region is a difficult problem due
to the distributed organization of the network and the limited
detection capabilities of the sensors. Moreover, in 3D deployment,
the calculation of the Voronoi cell of each node, the selection of its
neighbors using Euclidean distances and Cartesian positions of the
nodes generate additional expensive calculations.

2.3.4.2. 3D cell partitioning. Partitioning cells is another scheme
for placing nodes in WSNs. This scheme is generally controlled
by the ratio between the detection radius and the communication
one. The aim is to divide the 3D RoI into a set of 3D cells with a
minimal number of nodes.

∗ Volumetric quotient-based scheme
According to [7], the most important spatial cell partition-

ing schemes are: cube, rhombic dodecahedron, hexagonal prism,
truncated octahedron. [23] proves the efficiency of the truncated
octahedron (TO) model compared to other models. However, TO
requires a larger number of nodes than other models in the case of
k-coverage. In this case, a compromise is made between the total
required number of nodes and the radius of detection of each node.

∗ Grid-based deployment scheme
It is a deployment scheme in which a coordinate system is used

in a 3D grid where the volume of detection is divided into a set of
cubes. The size of each of these cubes is equal to the edge length of
the cubic unit where the sensor space is partitioned. In this deploy-
mentmodel, the node fixes its depth in the grid by communicating
with other nodes and by specifying the coordination distance in the
neighboring cubes [7].

∗ Spherical overlap scheme
Spherical Cap-based Coverage This scheme assumes that the

3D field being monitored is sufficiently covered as much as the
spherical detection ranges of all sensors are sufficiently covered.
The problem becomes then a problem of guaranteeing that each
sphere is sufficiently covered.

Reuleaux Tetrahedron-based Coverage: The spherical tetra-
hedron (or Reuleaux tetrahedron) is the result of the intersection
of four spheres having centered vertices radii ry on a regular
tetrahedron having a side length ry.

2.3.4.3. Continuum percolation. The theory of percolation of the

continuum assumes that the nodes are scattered according to a

Poisson density λ and that there is a critical density of nodes (λc)

for which we can obtain a detectability of network near from 1.

The probability of detection of an event is equal to PPr (PPr is a

homogeneous Poisson Process in h-dimensional Euclidean Space

Rh). [7] solve the problem of critical density for the percolation in

connectivity and coverage in networks.

Despite nearly optimal solutions (in terms of number of nodes)

generated by the geometrical deployment schemes, these latter

require a relatively higher coverage compared to the communica-

tion radii of the nodes. This makes these geometrical partitioning

methods ineffective for many scenarios. All shown methods suffer

from the following drawbacks:

– Aunique solution is provided at the end of the execution of the

algorithm (and not a Pareto Front (PF) containing a set of solutions

as in EMO).

– The difficulty of incorporating the constraints and the ob-

jectives and the non consideration of the many-objective case. In

general, objectives are restricted to only one, or a main objective

and another secondary one (for example, ensuring the coverage

considering the connectivity).

– The non consideration of the user’s preferences.

In this respect, an experimental study comparing all these

methodswith optimization evolutionary algorithms is a very inter-

esting contribution to prove, by results, the efficiency of the latter

method in resolving the deployment issues.

3. Model and mathematical analysis

In this section, we propose an analytical model for the de-

ployment problem. The specificities of this analytical model with

respect to other models can be summarized as follows: – Most

deployment modelings deal with the 2D case. Little models are

dedicated to the 3D case like ours.

–Unlike other formulations, the proposedmodeling addresses a

problematic of redeployment in a many-objective case taking into

account simultaneously five antagonistic objectives: most model-

ings deal with a deployment problem with a main objective (such

as coverage) and another (or two others) secondary objective(s) in

relation with the first objective (such as connectivity or localiza-

tion).

– The proposed modeling is based on objectives relying on real

constraints and assumptions, likewise for architecture (based on

mobile, nomads and fixed nodes) and for the type of nodes (which

are used in our personal testbed). This complementarity between

theoretical modeling and experimental constraints is not consid-

ered inmost mathematical representations of the deployment and

redeployment problems.

3.1. The network architecture

During our experimentations and simulations, the following

types of node are considered:

– Fixed nodes: composed of the set of fixed nodes initially

installed.

– Nomad nodes: added to improve the 3D deployment scheme.

Their locations are determined by the proposed optimization algo-

rithms. Their number depends on the simulation or experimental

scenario and the size of the studied problem.

– Mobile nodes (targets): composed of a set of persons or

mobile robots to be controlled. These targets are equipped with

a radio transmitter/receiver. In the simulations, a single mobile

target is used to trigger the process by sending the first message.



Table 1

Modeling parameters.

Parameter Description

A1

Set of possible positions where connected objects/nodes may be

deployed

A2

Set of types (fixed, nomad, mobile) of the connected objects

A3

Set of mobile targets to be monitored

A4

Set of connected objects having positions in A1 and types in A2

Tcd

Minimum number of needed nodes to cover the RoI

Cvi
p

1 if a connected object i cover the position p, 0 otherwise

RSigtg p

1 if a target positioned at tg ∈ A3 sends a ‘receivable’ signal to a

connected object that is positioned at p ∈ A1 , 0 otherwise

LQI

Link quality indication

Avcq

Average-communication-quality

RcRsdi

Received-RSSI at a distance d from-the-sending-node i∈A4

TrsSgpp′

1 if the object at a position p ∈ A1 transmits a signal, with a

sufficient transmission power, to another node at a site p′ ∈ A1

RcvSgpp′

1 if the node at p ∈ A1 receives a signal, with a sufficient

transmission power, from-another-node positioned at p′ ∈ A1

TsRstrsmi

Emitted RSSI (Transmitted signal) of the sending node i ∈ A4

ThPwrcv
tn

Threshold for the receiver power: minimum required power of

the signal (RSSI) transmitted-by-a-node-having-a-type tn ∈ A2

to-detect-it

NLf

Lifetime of the network (NLf > 0), NLf i is the lifetime of a node i

(NLf i > 0, ∀ i ∈ A4). NLf
max is an upper bound of NLf and

NLf = 1/NLf

FxN
p
tn

1 if a fixed object having a type tn ∈ A2 is set at p ∈ A1 , 0

otherwise

NdN
p
tn

1 if a nomad object having a type tn ∈ A2 is set at a site p ∈ A1 , 0

otherwise

MbN
p
tn

1 if a mobile node having a type tn ∈ A2 is set at a site p ∈ A1 , 0

otherwise

Nmax

Upper bound of the possible number of deployed nodes in the

network

3.2. System modeling and notation

The 3D redeployment problem, noted PB, is to disseminate the
connected objects (sensor nodes or things) in the three-
dimensional RoI, noted RoI = {(x, y, z), 0≤ x≤ L, 0≤ y≤W , 0≤ z
≤H} where L is the length of RoI,W is its width andH is its height.
In the proposed architecture, a connected objectmay be a fixed one
already deployed with a known position, a nomad one to add, (its
position is determined by the optimization algorithms), or amobile

one attached to a target to monitor. The aim is to find the best 3D
coordinates of the nomad connected objects while satisfying a set
of objectives such as a maximum connectivity, network utilization
and coverage guaranteeing the quality of links and the localization.
PB is represented using the Eqs. (2), (6), (8), (11) and (13) subject
to the constraints (3), (4), (5), (7), (9), (12) and (14). The used
parameters are listed in Table 1.

The problem PB is based on the assumptions detailed in As-
sumptions 1–3 and the objectives in Problem 1.

Assumption 1. The number of potential locations of the connected
objects is equal to the number of the used monitoring positions.

Assumption 2. The number of monitoring positions is an upper
bound of the number of connected objects.

Assumption 3. Each target should be monitored by at least one
connected object.

Problem 1. The many-objective fitness function is:maximize
−→
Y ,

knowing that

−→
Y = (f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4, f 5) (1)

f1: Rate of connectivity: To consider the network as ‘‘connected’’,
each connected object must be able to communicate with other

ones. Thus, at least one path should be ensured from each object to
another one. The probability of connectivity depends on different
factors such as the number of connected objects, the received
signal strength and the transmission range.

f 1 = Maximize RcRsdi (2)

Subject to RcRsdi ≤ TrsSgpp′

∗ RcvSgpp′

∗ σ ∗ ds−λ ∗ TsRstrsmi (3)

where ds is the distance from the sending object and λ is the path
loss exponent. The constraint (3) implies that RcRsdi , the received
RSSI at a distance d from the sending node i ∈A4, is less than the
emittedRSSI (the transmitted signal) of the sendingnode i (TsRstrsmi ,

if i receive a signal: RcvSgpp′

= 1) multiplied by the distance from

the sending object (if this object transmits a signal: TrsSgpp′

= 1).

ds = dsc ⇔ RcRsdi = ThPwrcv
tn

(4)

The constraint (4) implies that dsc (representing the transmission
range) is as follows: RcRsdi (ds = dsc) = ThPwrcv

tn
. Thus, the object

sending data can send it only if the received signal is greater or
equal to ThPwrcv

tn
.

∑

p∈A1

RSigtgp ≤
∑

tn∈A2

FxN
p
tn

+
∑

tn∈A2

NdN
p
tn

(5)

The constraint (5) delimits the number of connected objects that
are able to detect a target. It is bounded by the number of the
deployed objects.

f2: Utilization of the network: In general, aiming at increasing
the network lifetime, many objects are installed near the base
station(s), which increase costs and lead to a poor utilization of
the network resources. Thus, it is recommended to maximize the
lifetime and deploy a reasonable number of objects simultane-
ously. Increasing the lifetime can be achieved by maximizing the
lifetimes of all deployed nodes and having maximum values of
the variables FxN

p
tn
, NdN

p
tn

and MbN
p
tn
. On the other hand, the sum

of all lifetimes of all nodes should be less than the maximum

estimated global lifetime:

∑

(FxN
p
tn

+NdN
p
tn

+MbN
p
tn
)

NLf
≤ 1

NLfmax which

implies NLf .
∑

(FxN
p
tn

+ NdN
p
tn

+ MbN
p
tn
) ≤ NLf max. Thus:

f 2 = Maximize(−NLf .
∑

(FxN
p
tn

+ NdN
p
tn

+ MbN
p
tn
),

∀p ∈ A1, tn ∈ A2) (6)

Subject to NLf .
∑

(FxN
p
tn

+ NdN
p
tn

+ MbN
p
tn
) ≤ NLf max (7)

knowing that NLf max = 1/NLf max

f3:Degree of-coverage: he FERmetric is used to evaluate the qual-
ity of the links, which gives an idea about the degree of coverage.
Indeed, less the FER is, better the coverage is. Hence, to achieve a
full coverage, at least Tcd connected objects must be deployed to
control each position p in the 3D RoI knowing that

∑

p∈A1
Cvi

p ≥

Tcd, ∀i ∈ A4, which implies that
∑

p∈A1
Cvi

p − Tcd ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ A4

is to be maximized for all nodes to guarantee a better localization.
Thus:

f 3 =Maximize
∑

tg∈A3

(
∑

p∈A1

Cvi
p − Tcd), ∀i ∈ A4 (8)

Subject to
∑

p∈A1

Cvi
p ≥ Tcd, ∀i ∈ A4 (9)

f4: Quality of links: The LQI (link quality indication) is a measure
used to assess the strength of the received data packets. In general,



routes with highest overall LQI are more appropriate to deliver
data to their destinations. The LQI may be estimated based on the
following assumption: LQI = τ × (δ − ϑ); RC is the raw LQI value
calculated based on the last byte of the message. ϑ and τ are two
experimental coefficients calculated according to the Packet Error
Rate measures-as-a-function-of δ.

f 4 = Maximize LQI (10)

Subject to Avcq =

Nmax
∑

i=1

Nmax
∑

j=1

∣

∣RcRsdi

∣

∣ /

Nmax
∑

i=1

|Ni| (11)

The constraint (11) identifies the communication quality on the
network. Based on the routing protocol, (11) proposes to compute
the average communication quality (Avcq) deduced by calculating
the mean path-loss values of the node’s direct communications. Ni
is a connected object having an identifier i, Ni ∈ A4.

f5: Rate of localization: The RSSI is used as a metric to assess
the localization since the model of localization relies on a hybrid
protocol (a range-free technique (3DDV-Hop) corrected by the
RSSI). Thus, better the RSSI value is, better the localization is.
Hence, to guarantee a better localization, at least Tcd connected
objects must be deployed to control each position p in the 3D RoI
knowing that

∑

p∈A1
RSigtgp ≥ Tcd, ∀tg ∈ A3, which implies that

∑

p∈A1
RSigtgp − Tcd ≥ 0, ∀tg ∈ A3 is to be maximized for all nodes

to guarantee a better localization. Thus:

f 5 = Maximize
∑

tg∈A3

(
∑

p∈A1

RSigtgp − Tcd) (12)

Subject to
∑

p∈A1

RSigtgp ≥ Tcd ∀tg ∈ A3 (13)

3.3. Relationship between the modeling and the experimentations

The relationship between theory and practice in our study is
twofold and relies on the feedback between these two compo-
nents: the first part concerns the use of practical findings in theory.
This first part is evident in our paper, for example in the use of
hypotheses and real constraints (in the mathematical modeling)
derived from the testbed and the observations of the node behavior
in practice. The second part concerns the use of theoretical findings
in practice: indeed, theoretical results contribute in obtaining a
non-basic complete testbed that uses the justified theoreticalmod-
els. For example, the localization (f5 in modeling) is based on the
RSSI because the localization protocol used in practice relies onDV-
HOP corrected by the RSSI data. So, the higher the RSSI rate is, the
better the localization is. Moreover, the coverage (f3 in modeling)
is based on FER because this latter metric is used in our study to
evaluate the quality of links. So, lower the rate of FER is, better the
coverage is.

Besides, the used algorithmic approach is based on the concept
of accent and hybridization with MAS and the modeling is used to
satisfy and optimize a set of conflicting objectives such as mini-
mizing the number of nodes and maximizing the coverage. These
objectives, in addition of being antagonistic, make the deployment
problem more complex and more difficult to solve by the most
of methods (Virtual Forces, Voronoi Partition and MaOA (Many-
objective Optimization Algorithms)). This gives the motivation to
introduce modifications into MaOA and justify the theoretical hy-
bridizations proposed to solve and reduce the complexity of such
real-world complex problems.

Another motivation of the use of theoretical results in practice
is that we prove in this paper the applicability of MaOAs to a real-
world problem, given that most MOAs are tested on instances of
theoretical problems (DTLZ, ZDT ...).

4. Resolution approach

In this section, we justify the choice than detail the use of
optimization evolutionary algorithms and MAS as an approach to
solve the 3D indoor deployment problem.

Indeed, the complexity (in structure and size) of the search
space of each problem decides the use of heuristic resolution
methods or not. If the search space is small, a deterministicmethod
can be used, and if it is larger and more complex, it requires an
approximate search method. The 3D deployment is a complex
problem, proven being NP-Hard like most MaOP (Many-objective
optimization problems). Exact algorithms (such as branch and
bound) provide solutions for efficient deployment only if it is a
small problem where the number of nodes does not exceed three.
Hence, there is no exact algorithm that solves this problem in a
polynomial time when the size of this problem exceeds a certain
threshold. This gives the motivation and the need to use heuristic
methods such as EMO algorithms to solve it.

∗ Relationship between multi-objective optimization and the

deployment problem: Scheduling or planification problems (such
as the deployment of nodes) are part of combinatorial optimization
problemswith constraints. Themajority of these problems are NP-
hard. Hence, one of the solutions to solve them is to use heuristics
providing, within a reasonable time, a feasible and close to optimal
planning. Moreover, because of the existence of a research space
with a large number of solutions that are close from each other
and because of the stochastic, dynamic and distributed nature of
this deployment problem, evolutionary optimization is the most
suitable approach to this problem.

If we increase the number of constraints (which have different
contexts: from localization to routing) and the number of objec-
tives (which are often antagonist), even EMOalgorithms encounter
difficulties when resolving MaOPs (such as the ineffectiveness of
the recombination operation, the exponential increase of time
and space costs, or the inaccuracy of the density estimation. The
solution is to propose a set of well-studied and justified modifica-
tions and hybridizations of MaOAs to minimize its complexity and
execution time. In our case, we proposes to modify (by adding the
concept of accent birds which improves diversity and helps to es-
cape optima locales) and hybridize (withMAS formore interaction
and better performance) theMOPSO strugglingwhen resolving the
many objective 3D deployment problem.

∗ Relationship between MAS and the deployment problem:

The use of MAS is also justified by the nature of the deployment
problem (a problem of a distributed nature) and the nature of
the environment of this problem (complex and highly dynamic).
Moreover, the choice of MAS is justified by the existence of sub-
tasks (nodes, sub-regions to cover, etc.) and a high communication
between entities (nodes). Despite this efficiency, the 3D deploy-
ment problem is not well investigated using meta-heuristics and
EMO algorithms. Thus, another motivation of the use of EMO (and
MAS), is to prove its efficiency in solving complex realworldmany-
objective problems. In addition, unlike geometric approaches (Cell
partitioning, Voronoi Partitions) solving the deployment problem,
the optimization by meta-heuristics gives the user the ability to
choose between several solutions and guide the search towards the
set of desired solutions.

4.1. Many-objective PSO algorithm

Proposed by [24], the PSO is a stochastic evolutionary algorithm
which is inspired by the social behavior of animals such as fishes
and birds. In this algorithm, the particles are initially scattered
in the search space in a random manner and they cooperate to



achieve an optimal global objective in the Pareto sense. Each par-
ticle is characterized by a current position noted

−→
A1i (t) =

−→
A1i (t − 1) +

−→
Mvi(t) (14)

and a speed of movement noted

−→
Mvi(t) = ω

−→
Mvi(t − 1) + c1r1(

−→
A1 pbest −

−→
A 1i (t))

+c2r2(
−→
A1 gbest −

−→
A 1i (t)) (15)

where ω represents the weight of inertia that controls the speed
of change as a function of the current speed. c1 and c2 are two
knowledge factors. r1 and r2 are two random values in [0..1].

A particle can maintain its best-visited position, noted pbest.
Moreover, it can access the best position visited by its neighbors,
named gbest. The particle changes its position by following these
tendencies: A conservative tendency in which the particle tends to
return to its best-visited point, an adventurous tendency in which
the particle tends to find a better position in the search space and a
panurgical tendency in which the particle tends to follow the best
position found by its neighbors.

In many-objective optimization problems where the number
of objectives (often conflicting) exceeds three, the most impor-
tant challenging issue is how to obtain a well distributed non-
dominated set of solutions which are close to the PF in the objec-
tive space. Different MaOPSO were proposed in several studies to
resolve the lack of diversity and convergence in many-objective
problems: In [25], the authors proposed a MaOPSO algorithm re-
lying on a set of reference points to recognize the best solutions
and guide the search process according to these reference points.
The study in [26] proposed an algorithm that empowers themulti-
objective structure of the PSO to deal with many-objective prob-
lems and suggest a R2 indicator to guide the search. In [27], the
authors proposed a based-on archiving PSO algorithm named I-
MOPSO which explores specific aspects of the MOPSO to handle
many-objective problems while introducing more convergence
and diversity on the search.

In [28], a MaOPSO based on a two-stage strategy and a paral-
lel cell coordinate system is introduced to separately emphasize
the diversity and convergence at different stages using a many-
objective optimizer and a single-objective one, respectively.

4.2. Multi-agent systems

A MAS is a decentralized system which is based on a set of
agents. An agent is considered as an intelligent, autonomous and
reactive entity which is able to learn and cooperate with other
agents or components of the environment to achieve common
goals. Each agent must be put in an environment where it can
react. In general, an agent is characterized by its ability to detect
its local environment in which it operates, its dependence to this
environment, its ability to respond to the changes of the environ-
ment and its autonomy (ability to achieve specific tasks without
external intervention).

4.3. A hybrid modified MaOPSO-MAS algorithm

4.3.1. The proposed acMaPSO algorithm: including the concept of

bird’s accent on the MaOPSO

The proposed modifications of the standard multi-objective
PSO are mainly aimed at overcoming the difficulties encountered
when solving problemswith several local optima. In our approach,
changes are made in the swarm topology to avoid the premature
character of the standard PSO algorithm: in addition to the use of
the entire swarm best position (gbest), we use the best position of
the local area around the particle, called the best cluster or best
swarm (cbest). Moreover, we create an information link based on

the concept of accent between each particle and its neighbors.
These links build a graph that represents the topology of the local
swarm or local community of birds. In PSO, the neighborhood of
a particle represents the social structure that manages its interac-
tions. This neighborhood may be global where each particle is in
connection with all other particles or local where k neighbors are
randomly defined for each particle at each iteration.

– The bird accent concept

Indeed, according to recent research in biology [29], singing
birds have regional accents precisely like human beings. Indeed,
the ability to sing and create a complete song that birds possess
is inherited in large part from their parents. Experiments have
shown that if these birds are reared in silence, they can only
scream. Moreover, birds from different regions develop distinct
accents. By imitating this biological concept, we propose a PSO
algorithm based on a topology of accent categories of singing birds
(acMaPSO). The idea is that each accent group has different param-
eters to accelerate convergence which improves the prevention
of local optima. To evaluate the search capabilities of particles
in their local areas, this algorithm rely on this new concept of
accent where particles belong to different communities or groups
(called clusters or swarms). To keep the diversity of the population
during research, particles are separated into groups according to
their accents. The particles of each accent category can select as
neighbors only the least experienced particles (from their own
groups or other groups).

In addition, aiming at keeping only the best particles, unlike the
biological nature of birds, new bird’s particles in our approach are
supposed to sing better than their parents (its fitnessmay be better
than the fitness of their parents). As shown in Fig. 1, our approach is
based on the grouping on communities of singers. Each community
groups a set of geographical neighbors (parent and child birds).
Bird’s particles can have six categories of expertise. According to
the concept of accent explained above, each bird goes through four
main phases: birth, childhood (novice, crier then follower), parent-
hood (novice singer, singer then pro-singer) and death. Each bird’s
particle can choose as neighbors birds that do not have the same
accent (which are not in its group) but have equivalent or smaller
singing levels. Moreover, bird’s particles will be penalized if their
levels of expertise in singing increase, until being eliminated after
they reach the maximum level. Thus, to avoid oscillations around
a local optimum, if the pbest value fails to be updated after µ
iterations, the corresponding particle is penalized and its category
is increased: therefore unless its current position is better than the
pbest one, the bird goes to the next level (category) of singing. After
ϕ iterations (µ ≪ ϕ; ϕ = β × µ, a > 5), the clusters (swarms) are
updated to allow the search to escape from local optima.

– The accent measure

Learning accents in particles reflects the number of iterations
after which the pbest position of a particle has not been updated.
In fact, initially a particle is randomly generated with no singing
experience and its experience improves (goes to the next level) if it
cannot find a better position than its current pbest . In the standard
PSO, if a particle converges to a local optimum, its pbest and cur-
rent position are not changed. According to the newmeasure of the
experience of particles, if the position of a particle is not updated,
its experience will be increased each µ iterations to reach the next
level. This rise in the experience of the particle will continue until
the particle becomes able to find a better pbest position or until
reaching the final experience level and being replaced by new one.

– The clustering in multiple swarms

One of the means of enhancing the diversity in evolutionary
algorithms (EAs) when resolving dynamic real-world optimization
problems is considering multi-populations. In this context, we
adopt a multi-swarm strategy where the population is composed



Fig. 1. The choice of the neighborhood of a particle Pa.

of a set of subpopulations (clusters) called swarms. In multi-modal
functions, one of the methods of tracking local optima is to divide
thewhole search space into local multi-population, which are gen-
erally covered by a small number of local optima, then separately
search on these subspaces. Nevertheless, the difficulty lies in the
manner of defining the area of each sub-region and the manner
of guiding the particles to promising subregions. Thus, if the area
of subregion is too small, the small isolated subpopulations can
converge to local optima and the algorithm may do not make
any progress because of the diversity lost. On the other hand, if a
subregion is very large, this can cause more than one peak within
the subregion of a sub-swarm.

Moreover, the optimization algorithmshouldhave a goodglobal
search capability to explore promising subregions. To resolve these
issues, the proposed acMaPSO employs a local search method (a
clustering method) to generate a proper number of sub-swarms
and a global search method to detect promising subregions.

– The acMaPSO global search method: Since particles learn
information fromnon-permanent neighbors, the population topol-
ogy is dynamic. To identify (then avoid) non-promising local re-
gions as possible, geographical neighbors are avoided if it is very
close to a local optimum.

– The acMaPSO local search method (clustering method): to
accelerate the convergence, local search algorithms (such as K-
means, single linkage clustering or average linkage clustering)
were often combined with EAs to fine-tune the obtained solu-
tions. Thus, clustering is used to introduce diversity and to help
in avoiding local optima and non-promising local regions where
no optimal solutions can be found. In our case, a hierarchical
clustering algorithm (the mean linkage clustering UPGMA) is used
to identify the centers of the clusters of particles in the population.
The used clustering process should be efficient since it affects the
overall swarm performance. In this context, in addition to the
pbest and gbest parameters of the standard PSO, we add another
parameter named cbest (clusterbest or cummunitybest) to keep
the best position of the cluster.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the acMaPSO algorithm.

4.3.2. The acMaMaPSO: A hybrid algorithm based-on accent multi-

agent many-objective PSO

The acMaMaPSO is a newalgorithm that combines themain fea-
tures of acMaPSO andMAS. At first glance, PSO andMAS seem to be

similar since both perform cooperative tasks and are population-
based. However, particles are very distinct from agents. The first
difference is that the agent can quickly and autonomously explore
its environment while the particle can only move in the space
of the problem following the main algorithm [30]. In addition, to
improve its computing performance, a particle is designed with
smaller capabilities making it less intelligent than an agent relying
on learning as amain component.Moreover, to simplify the design,
the execution of the particles is synchronous while that of the
agents is asynchronous because of the autonomy of agents.

Indeed, the hybridization of PSO with MAS combines the au-
tonomy and learning abilities of MAS with the simplicity of PSO.
As a result, particles becomemore autonomous, smarter and more
able to take advantage of their environment. For example, if the
evaluation of the fitness function is expensive (its computing is
time-consuming), it is not necessary to perform it for each visited
point and the location of this latter can be updated by communi-
cating with its neighbors. Indeed, each agent represents a particle
that reflects the behavior of a bird in its community. Each particle
represents a solution in the search space and is represented by a
point to which is attached a Boolean value that indicates whether
this point has already been visited by an agent. If so, this point
should not be a solution. Unlike the standard PSO, the evaluation
of the fitness function of the particles is not always necessary: for
example, if an agent particle arrives at a non optimal already eval-
uated point (marked as visited); the particle can ignore the eval-
uation of fitness and updates its position through the information
provided by its neighbors. This contributes to the acceleration of
the computation and the optimization of the performances in spite
of the complexity introduced by the learning and the autonomy of
the particle. In the rest of the paper, the terms particle and agent
are used interchangeably.

When collaborating together, agents develop a society to
achieve a common goal as well as their own individual goals.
The decision-making process of the group in MAS corresponds
to the fundamental nature of a particle in PSO. Thus, the pro-
posed hybridization provides an opportunity to optimize complex
problems. Nevertheless, to resolve complex optimization prob-
lems, several specificities must be defined such as the interaction
method between the agents and their rules of behavior, the envi-
ronment and the starting point of the research.

∗Capabilities of the agents in our MAS



In addition to their conflicting or cooperative interactions in
their local environment, agents can also self-develop knowledge
using their own observations and studies of the environment. Ac-
cording to [15], having a small range of population in an optimiza-
tion algorithm positively influences its local search capability. As a
result, a small range of search techniques is applied to achieve the
self-learning function of agents. Themain features and capabilities
of the agents in our MAS are as follows

– Search local ability: concerns the analysis, when flying, of the
local distribution of the search space. This concerns, for example,
identifying and memorizing the most promising flight directions.

– Self-locating: each agent can locate itself in the search space
(determine if its solution for the deployment is feasible or not for
example).

– Life-cycle of an agent: The closer the agent is from the flat
area of the search space, the more likely it dies. On the other hand,
the closer the agent is from the overall optimal agent, the more it
survives and the more it attracts others agents.

– Learning: An agent can learn from its environment and from
other agents. This process is manifested in the analysis of the
relationship between speed, position and migration gain (change
of community). This learning ability may concerns also the energy
cost of moving.

– Communication: when flying, the agent-particle communi-
cates with other agents, retrieves information concerning the ve-
locities and positions of other agents, and whether their positions
are better than its position.

∗ Proposed MAS architecture and agents intentions

The architecture of the proposed MAS is based on three types
of agents: environment agent (agEnv), bird agent (agBird or agPar-
ticle) and swarm agent (agSwarm or agCommunity). Indeed, after
initializing the parameters, agEnv assigns for each agBird a starting

position in the problem space and a set of neighbors. Then, bird
agents start searching for an optimal solution until a maximum
number of iterations or a sufficient fitness is attained.

Firstly, each agBird checks if its current position is already
visited. If yes, it does not evaluate its fitness function and ask its
neighbors about their pBest and locations, then ask agEnv about
the locations of neighboring clusters to calculate its current pBest
and update its position and velocity. If the current position is
not visited, agBird evaluates the fitness function, tags the current
point as visited and updates its position and velocity. The overall
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The intentions are used to help the agent optimizing the value
of its fitness so that he makes the appropriate response based on
its environment. The fitness of the agent is determined by Eq. (1).
The details and intentions of each type of agent are as follows:

∗ agEnv: In MAS, the design of the local environment is very rel-
evant since agents sense the information in the local environment
and act according to their strategies to achieve their intentions.
The environment where the agent lives must be built so that each
agent, in addition to the cooperation with its neighbors, can make
self-learning and adapt its strategies of action according to its own
experiences. To simplify the representation of the environment,we
use a 3D cubic structure environment. Each agent occupies one
point in this space and has two values that represent its speed
and position. In acMaMaPSO, the environment itself is modeled as
an agent and provides other agents with additional informations
(about the problem space for example). This environment agent
(agEnv) applies a clustering algorithm (the UPGMA mean linkage
clustering in our case) to discover clusters of labeled points and
to provide their characteristics to particle agents (center point,
density, etc.). The agent agEnv is characterized by the following
parameters:



Fig. 2. The proposed MAS architecture.

– nwhich is the dimension of the problem space.
– P which is a set of points in the problem space knowing that

the position p ∈ P and p = {d1m × d2 × . . . × dn, visited} is a point
in the n dimensional space and visited is a boolean value indicating
if this actual position is visited or not. This information helps the
agEnv to discover clusters when applying the clustering.

– C = {(p1, p2, . . . , pcenter , pm), d | d≥ ∈d}which represents the set
of clusters. pcenter is the center point of the cluster. d is the current
density of the cluster. ∈d is the minimum density requirement
for agEnv to consider a group of visited points as a cluster in the
problem space. pcenter and d can be requested by an agBird in its
updating function to calculate its next position.

∗ agBird (agParticle): Let Ag be the agent bird (or the agent
particle) located in the position p, letNi,j be its neighborhood, pBest
its best position which represents, among its neighbors, the point
in the problem space that is the closest to an optimal solution
gBest. Indeed, the position of each bird agent represents a point in
the search space and a solution to our deployment problem (a set
of possible locations of the sensor nodes in the 3D indoor space).
Instead of collecting itself informations about its cluster, an agent
can simply request them from the environment agent or the cor-
responding cluster agent. This allows at the same time preserving
the simplicity of the original PSO and significantly increasing the
performance of the MAS. After the perception of its environment,
each agent Abi,j can perform, among others, the following tasks:

– Obtain the center location and other informations about its
swarm (cluster).

– Know the status of the current position (visited or not).
– Mark a point (the current position) in the search space of the

problem as visited.
– Communicate its current personal best to its neighbors.
– Request the current personal best locations of its neighbors to

calculate its location.

∗ agSwarm (agCluster): This agent is responsible for synchroniz-
ing the communications between agEnv and agBird agents. Among
the tasks of this agent:

– Computing the cbest and communicate it to agBird agents
requesting it.

– Communicating informations about the swarm to agBird
agents.

– It can also ask agEnv to provide informations about other
swarms.

∗ Strategies for moving agents according to the concept of

accent

Indeed, to create more dynamism and to allow the migration
of agents (to move between communities of birds and learning
new accents), a mechanism of negotiation between agSwarm and
agBird agents is proposed. agSwarm can trigger this negotiation by
proposing to the agBird agent having the best objective function
value to migrate. The latter can accept or refuse according to
a random function that is based on the result of the following
question that asks to its neighbors do you see that it is useful for

me to leave my current community? This agBird follows the domi-
nant decision of its neighbors. Nevertheless, a set of neighboring
agBird agents can trigger a communication between themselves
to move the smallest fitness agent. The process of negotiation
and communication between agents is as follows: Each agent is
in conflict or in cooperation with its neighbors depending on its
local environment and intentions. Let Loc = (l1, l2, . . . , ln) be the
set of possible locations in the range of the optimization solution
(Loc is different from A1) and Ag = (Ag1, Ag2, . . . , Agn) the agent
having the smallest fitness between four neighboring agents. Loc
is considered a winner only if its fitness function is less than the
fitness function of Ag In this case, its position in the solution space
remains the same. Otherwise, its position will be modified.

5. Results

5.1. Numerical results

In this section, the algorithms parameters and the obtained
numerical results are presented. Different performance metrics
can be used to compare the approximations sets produced by
running a MaOA using numerical values:

Indeed, the hypervolume (HV) [31] is a unarymetric, also called
the hyper-zone S metric or the measurement of Lebesgue. It rep-
resents the volume of the objective space dominated by a set of
solutions. The HV can evaluate different aspects such as precision,
diversity and cardinality. In the case of maximization of objectives



Table 2

Setting parameters of the algorithm.

Parameter Value

Population size 300

Number of independent runs 25, on different initial

populations

Number of constraints 7

Number of objectives Variable, see Table 3

Maximum number of generations Variable, see Table 3

PSO parameters

Number of particles per swarm 10–50

Number of swarms Identified by the used

clustering algorithm

C1 (cognitive components) 2.8 to 2.2

C2 (social components) 1.2 to 1.8

Inertial weight 0.95 to 0.4

Maximum particle velocity According to Eq. (16)

Initial swarm particle velocity Randomly uniformly

distributed in [−4, 4]

Initial minimum number of clusters 4

NSGA-III

parameters

Recombination

Operator SBX

Probability 0.8

Distribution index 45

Mutation

Operator Bit-flip

Probability 1/400

Distribution index 25

(such as ours), higher the HV value is, better the quality of the
solution is.

The inverted generating distance (IGD) is another metric which
represents the inverted variation of the GD metric. The difference
is that the IGD calculates the minimal Euclidean distance between
a set of approximations and the PF, while the GD calculates the av-
erage distance between them. Moreover, to calculate the distance
between two sets, IGD uses the PF solutions as a reference instead
of solutions in the approximation set. According to [32], if we know
a sufficient number of PF members, IGD can simultaneously mea-
sure the diversity and the convergence of a set of approximations.

Hence, what measures must be chosen to evaluate the perfor-
mance of MaOPs?: Indeed, for large dimension PF for example,
calculating the HV is more expensive than calculating the IGD.
However, the reference set in HV is easier to build than the com-

parison set in IGD. If we know the true PF of the problem, we
can measure the proximity with this the real PF. Otherwise, the
space metric or the HV can be used. The latter, despite its cost,
it evaluates the propagation and convergence of solutions at the
same time, and it is ideal for real world with unknown PF. In our
case, we use HV to evaluate the behavior of the algorithms on
the real problem of deployment and the IGD to evaluate them on
DTLZ1-4 test problems.

5.1.1. PSO and NSGA-III parameters

The used setting parameters are detailed in Table 2.
The sum of cognitive and personal components is generally set

to four as recommended in [33]. In [34], they are set to 2.8 and 1.3,
respectively. Although, based on our experiments, we adopt the
values of 1.75 and 1.35, respectively. According to [33], the linear
inertia weight value decreasing from 0.95 to 0.4. If the maximum
velocity of the particle is too low, the algorithm becomes too slow;
else if it is too high, the algorithm becomes too unstable. Thus, the
maximum particle velocity is set according to

5 − 4 ∗ (it/tIT ) (16)

where it is the current iteration and IT is the maximum number of
iterations.

5.1.2. Results on our real-world problem

Given the random behavior of the optimization algorithms and
aiming at obtaining a statistically reliable comparison results, an

average of 25 executions of the algorithms is performed. Table 3
demonstrates the obtained HV values for different numbers of
objectives and generations. Best performances (having higher HV)
are shown with shaded backgrounds.

Obtained results show that for different numbers of objectives,
acMaPSO and acMaMaPSO are often more efficient than other
algorithms. Moreover, although MaOPSO is more efficient than
NSGA-III, it has higher relative degradation when the number of
objectives increases.

5.1.3. Results of DTLZ test problems

To prove its scalability,we test the performance of our approach
on the theoretical test suite (DTLZ [35]) after assessing it on real
testbeds. The quality of the obtained non-dominated solution sets
generated by the tested algorithms is assessed using the IGD [36]
metric and 15 independent runs in each test. IGD allowsmeasuring
both the diversity and the convergence of the non-dominated
obtained solutions. Table 4 shows best, average and worst IGD
values of the DTLZ1-4 test suite. Best performances (having lower
IGD values) are shown with shaded backgrounds.

For DTLZ1-3, the same results as our real word problem are
found: acMaPSO and acMaMaPSO are more efficient than other al-
gorithms while MaOPSO is better than NSGA-III. For DTLZ4, NSGA-
III ismore efficient than acMaPSO, acMaMaPSOandMaOPSO. There
is no significant difference between the results of three and five
objectives.

5.2. Experimental and simulation results

In this section, a comparison between the simulation and the
experimental tests is provided. The performance and the behavior
of the suggested algorithms (acMaPSO, acMaMaPSO) are compared
to those of MaOPSO and NSGA-III. Indeed, theoretical analysis and
simulators are not entirely able to reproduce all the technical and
physical characteristics of the real environment. Also, nowadays,
there is a tendency to face protocol and algorithmic proposals
with real environments. In this context, through the experiments
over our testbed, we aim to reduce the gaps between theory and
practice in WSN and IoT deployment issues. In the following, we
cite the advantages of using a personal testbed like our testbed (we
call it Ophelia):
– Realism: Ophelia is based on real testbeds that reflect a real use
context, contrary to the FIT/IoT-LAB testbed approach for example,
which implements a very large number of nodes but are uniform
and aligned with a grid.
– Reproducibility: Ophelia is a low-cost, open source-based
testbeds based on free tools (OpenWiNo and Arduino). This allows
other research teams to handle and reproduce it easily. Indeed,
compared to other platforms, Ophelia supports several physical
layers and integrates easily different sensors, which allows re-
search teams to quickly and easily deploy their testbed into real
environments.
– Heterogeneity of nodes: three types of nodes (TeensyWiNo,
DecaWino and WiNoLoRa) are supported by Ophelia. Since this
latter is compliant with the open hardware and software world,
theWiNo architecture allows adding foreign libraries in relation to
the deployed nodes. This allows adding a large variety of nodes.
– A distributed deployment site: Ophelia is based on nodes that
are deployed on a 200 ∗ 200 m2 campus with a distribution of the
nodes on several buildings of the site (departments, offices).
– Ease of use and deployment: Nodes are easy to deploy and
manipulate (erasing data, carrying-out), which allows customizing
them to design and implement a realistic and simple network.
Indeed, using OpenWiNo, the deployed nodes execute the protocol
stack via their wireless interface. Then, they are managed via their
USB interface using the kernel console. The physical layer is simple



Table 3

Hypervolume values (Best, average and worst) on the deployment problem.

Table 4

Best, average and worst IGD values on DTLZ1-4 test suite.

to replace because theWiNo nodes are compatible with both stan-
dardized physical layers and groundbreaking transmission modes
such as UWB and LoRa.
– Real-life usage: WiNos nodes are ideal for prototyping commu-
nicating objects due to their small size and low energy consump-
tion. They are also easy to attach to a person or a mobile system.
This makes them an ideal component of the IoT.

5.2.1. Description of the testbed and the used tools

The deployed TeensyWiNo nodes. In this study, we used Teen-
syWiNo nodes which are based on the WiNoRF22 nodes equipped
with temperature and brightness sensors, to which sensors of
pressure, acceleration, compass and gyrometer are added. Indeed,
TeensyWiNonodes are designed to provide access to the low layers
for a developer who wants not only to have a precise control
over the access time to the medium, the sleep time and the node
awakening but also over the CPU time and the management of the
restricted memory. Whether for the purpose of controlling drastic
energy-saving policies or for respecting real-time constraints, such
control of all the components of the node is necessary. TeensyWiNo
nodes are a hardware platform which is a candidate for hosting
protocols with high temporal constraints (several months of oper-
ation using two AAA batteries). Table 5 summarizes the technical
characteristics of the installed TeensyWiNo nodes.

The components and an example of the deployed TeensyWiNo
nodes are shown in Fig. 3.

Table 5

TeensyWiNo technical characteristics.

CPU/RAM/Flash CPU/RAM/Flash ARM Cortex M4 (32 bit) 72 MHz,

64 kB RAM, 256 kB Flash (PJRC Teensy 3.1)

Transceiver (Arduino

libraries)

HopeRF RFM22b: 200–900 MHz, 1–125 kbps,

GFSK/FSK/OOK, +20 dBm RadioHead

Use IoT, WSN

The TeensyWiNos are integrated into the Arduino ecosystem,
enabling researchers to easily integrate hardware and software
bricks (sensors, actuators, processing algorithms, interaction de-
vices, etc.) and prototyping solutions that allow the feedback of the
user experience.

Arduino [37] is an open software/hardware platform used to pro-
totype modules. WiNo nodes use it to transfer the programs us-
ing serial links. Teensyduino is an Arduino add-on used to run
sketches.

OpenWino (Open Wireless Node) [38] is a free development en-
vironment for protocol engineering in WSN and DL-IoT. It allows
the rapid prototyping of protocols (MAC, NWK and other layers)
and the pragmatic evaluation of their performances, in C lan-
guage. It also allows them to be run on testbeds, via real nodes
(WiNos) which rely on the Arduino environment and are devel-
oped in Open Hardware. Coupled with OpenWiNo software, WiNo
nodes form a self-organizedmesh networkwhich is open protocol.



Fig. 3. The Teensy WiNo deployed nodes.

Table 6

Experimental/simulation parameters.

Number of nodes 36 (29 fixed, 6 nomads, 1 mobile)

Repartition of nodes 6 sites on 200 ∗ 200 m2

Transmission power 100 mW

Reception gain 50 mA

Operating temperature 25 ◦C

Bit rate 256 kbps

RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) 100 (initially)

FER (Frame Error Rate) 0.01 (initially)

Indoor transmission range 7 m

Indoor sensing range 8 m

Antenna model transceiver RFM22

Modulation model 125 kbit/s GFSK

Frequency 434.79 MHz

Average of runs 25 experiments

Modem configuration 12 # GFSK_Rb2Fd5

Message-wait 5

Message-number 1000

Message-length 16

Tx power 7 (the max of RFM22)

Simulation period 10800 s

This approach allows a great versatility on the hardware. Thus,

OpenWiNo, associated with the WiNo hardware, is advantageous

compared to other platforms and testbeds. The main advantage of

OpenWiNo is its simplicity. For example, on a WiNo, to change

the Physical layer, it is enough to change the transceiver and

the associated driver. This is recommended in an open-hardware

environment. Different transceivers enabling several PHY layers

have been tested successfully with the OpenWiNo, among them:

Classical IEEE 802.15.4 2.4 GHz DSSS (Freescale), IEEE 802.15.4-

2011 UWB (DecaWave DW1000), LoRa mode 868 MHz (HopeRF

RFM95) and Proprietary 433 MHz FSK/GFSK (HopeRF RFM22b).

Ophelia. Ophelia is a platform which is based mainly on Arduino,

openwino and the installed Teensywino nodes, to which a web

interface is added. This interface allows remote access to Ophe-

lia testbed and the programming and execution of experimental

sketches (in python language) on the nodes. In the following, we

detail the execution scenario of our experiments using Ophelia.

Concerning the simulations, it is carried out using OMNeT++

which is a platform for simulating and developing network proto-

cols. OMNeT++ IDE contains a topology description language called

NED, a simulation kernel library and a graphical user interface for

running the simulation. Fig. 4 demonstrates the indoor deployment

scheme of the nodes in one site (of the six sites).

Fig. 5 shows an OMNeT++ simulation interface that represents

the distribution of the nodes.

5.2.2. Experimental/simulation parameters

The algorithms are tested on an Intel Core i5-6600K 3.5 GHz

computer. Ourmodel implements a 433MHz physical layer, a non-

coordinated IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA access method and an AODV

protocol as a routing layer. The parameters in Table 6 are used in

our experiments and simulations.

5.2.3. Comparing the simulations to the experimental results onOphe-

lia testbeds

Experimental/simulation scenario
In experiments, 30 fixed nodes with known positions are used.

Six nomad nodes are to be added. Their positions are determined
with the tested optimization algorithms. For mobile nodes, only
one node is used. The positions of the initially deployed fixed nodes
are chosen according to the users applicative needs. The execution
scenario is as following: At the beginning, all the nodes are flashed.
Then, the initial configuration parameters (transmission power,
etc.) are sent. Then, a first node sends a broadcast to other nodes.
The measurements are taken in two directions: the sender records
its RSSI and FER rates with each node and each receiving node
returns these same measurements. After a fixed waiting time, the
sender finishes the process. Then, the sender is changed and all
other nodes become receivers. The same process is repeated until
36 experiments are performed which give us two connectivity
matrices with the RSSI and FER values between all nodes. The
neighbors of each node are deduced from the two matrices. In our
case, a node i is considered as neighbor to an another node j if the
average of the RSSI emitted from i to j and the one from j to i, is
greater than a fixed threshold (100); and the FER average is also
lower than a fixed threshold (0.1).

To study the impact of the new positions of the nomad nodes
on the network performance and to evaluate the behaviors of the
suggested algorithms (acMaPSOand acMaMaPSO), these latters are
compared to the NSGA-III [39], MOEA/DD [40], Two_Arch2 [41],
R2MPSO [26] and MaOPSO [25] which are recent many-objective
optimization algorithms. Because of the stochastic nature of evolu-
tionary algorithms and the necessity of a statistical test to compare
two algorithms, the average values in the experimental scenario
are obtained using 25 executions. Thus, we obtain a well-based
judgment concerning the performance of the algorithms.

For simulations, the same architecture (number and types of
nodes) and scenario are used. Concerning the fixed nodes, its posi-
tions are identified using the distribution lawof theOMNeT++. This
distribution law aims to distribute nodes starting from the center
of the RoI uniformly. Concerning the connectivity of nodes in
simulations, a connectivitymatrix based on empirical experiments
is established between nodes using the same initial connectivity
links of the experiments.

To introduce dynamism on the network in simulations, the RSSI
connectivity links are set to perturbations to modify the initial
links. Indeed, the RSSI matrix is set to a perturbation (+/- 30 for
each value) to have newconnectivity relations betweennodes each
time. The simulation scenario is as follows: An initial message is
sent from the trigger node (mobile node) to a random destination-
node i. Once i is found by the AODV routing protocol, it becomes
the source and a new destination is selected until the maximum
time of simulation is reached.

Comparing the RSSI rates: To assess the connectivity (f1 in our
modeling (see Section 3.2)), the quality of links (f4) and the lo-
calization (f5), the RSSI metric is used. It is a measure indicating
the power (intensity) of a signal (usually a radio signal) received
from an antenna. RSSI is used since localization is based on RSSI
and Distance-VectorHop protocol. So, the higher the RSSI rate, the
better the localization. Fig. 6 illustrates, for different numbers of
objectives (to be satisfied by the tested algorithms), the average of
the RSSI rates measured for all nodes in connection with (detected
by/detecting) the mobile node. This average of RSSI is a value
in [0,256] convertible to dBm.

Fig. 6 shows first of all a similarity in the results of the simu-
lations and those of the experiments considering each algorithm
alone. This is due to the fact that simulation and experimentation
scenarios are similar, and also because the simulation uses (ini-
tially) the RSSI and FER matrices of the experiments.



Fig. 4. 3D deployment scheme of the real experiments in one of the six sites.

Fig. 5. The simulation scenario.

Fig. 6. RSSI average rates of nodes in connection with the mobile node.

Another finding is that the highest RSSI rates were recorded for

acMaMaPSO (then, for acMaPSO) and the lower RSSI rates concern

the NSGA-III in experimentation and simulation. This indicates the

high performance of acMaMaPSO and acMaPSO compared with

other algorithms. In addition, it is proven from Fig. 6 that the

efficiency of algorithms depends on the number of objectives: for

example, NSGA-III is more efficient for three or more objectives.

This fact confirms, in a real world context, the assertion of the

NSGA-III authors indicating that it is not dedicated for single and

two-objective problems.

Comparing the FER rates: To measure the coverage (f3 ), FER is

used as a metric. It is a measurement used to test the performance

of a link between two nodes based on the ratio of data received

with errors compared to the total received data. FER is used to

evaluate the quality of links between nodes. Thus, the lower the

FER, the better the coverage. Fig. 7 illustrates, for different numbers

of objectives to satisfy by the tested algorithms, the average of

the FER rates measured for all nodes in connection with (detected

by/detecting) the mobile node.

Contrary to RSSI, the FER rates are more important in experi-
ment than in simulation. Almost the same RSSI findings are iden-
tified for the FER as regard the influence of the number of objec-
tives on the behavior of the algorithms and the efficiency of the
acMaMaPSO and acMaPSO compared to other algorithms.

Comparing the number of neighbors: To measure the network
connectivity (f1 ) and the utilization of the network (f2), the aver-
age number of neighbors of nodes in connection with the mobile
node is measured. We use the same notion of neighbor previously
explained in the experiment scenario. Fig. 8 illustrates, for different
numbers of objectives, the average number of neighborsmeasured
for all nodes in connection with the mobile node.

Fig. 8 also asserts that acMaMaPSO (in simulations) (then,
acMaPSO in simulations) gave the best quality of solution in terms
of the average number of neighbors per node.

Comparing the energy consumption and the network lifetime

Fig. 9 shows the energy variations of the network according to the
time. Indeed, the average of the energy indicator of all the nodes is
measured after adding the nomad nodes.

The Fig. 9 indicates that acMaPSO (in experiments) gives the
best energy consumption levels. After the acMaMaPSO, it is the



Fig. 7. FER average rates of nodes in connection with the mobile node.

Fig. 8. Average number of neighbors of nodes in connection with the mobile node.

Fig. 9. Comparing the average energy consumption levels.

acMaMaPSO which is better than the rest of algorithms. The worst

energy consumption levels were recorded for the NSGA-III.

Table 7 shows the lifetime of the network. It illustrates for two

numbers of objectives, the time in which the first node is dead.

Comparing the execution time, according to Table 7, the best

algorithm is the acMaPSOwhile the worst one is acMaMaPSO. This

is explained by the advantage of acMaPSO compared to other algo-

rithms (as explained before in Section 4.3) and the additional costs

in time of the acMaMaPSO caused by inter-agent communications.

5.2.4. Discussion and interpretations

After evaluating the experiments, different interpretations can

be deduced:

– The rates of RSSI and FER are not necessarily inversely propor-

tional: a link between two nodes may have an excellent RSSI and a

high FER at the same time.

– The FER values are more relevant during the day than

overnight. This can be explained by the activities of persons in the

building during experiments such as opening and closing doors,

which generates perturbations on the signal.

– The superior performance of the acMaPSO as regard other

algorithms can be explained by the concept of autonomous self-

population maintenance where a particle in this new multi-

population swarm (based on accent birds) has the ability to main-

tain the subpopulation it lies in. For example, it can find the

best sub-population distribution, the best sub-population size and

different other features.

– In agreementwith the findings of different other studies (such

as [42]) showing that the MaOPSO is better than the NSGA-III, our

numerical results based on HV and IGD metrics prove that the

NSGA-III does not outperforms theMaOPSO. However, experimen-

tal results show that our PSO new variants generally outperforms

theNSGA-III in the RSSI and FER rates (Thus, it is better in satisfying

the coverage, the quality of links and the localization), while the

latter is generally more effective than PSO for the number of

neighbors of eachnode (So, it is better in satisfying theutilization of

the network). This difference betweennumerical and experimental

results can be explained by the fact that our problem is a real-world

onewhich is different from the theoretical benchmarks used to test

the algorithms.



Table 7

Comparing the average lifetime.

Nbr of objectives MaOPSO NSGA-III acMaPSO acMaMaPSO MOEA/DD Two_Arch2

s e s e S e s E s e s E

2 3546 3502 3485 3487 3543 3549 4572 4583 3589 3623 3632 3669

5 3478 3469 3528 3546 3540 3553 4568 4571 3895 3934 3798 3831

s: simulations e: experiments.

Table 8

Obtained average errors values for DTLZ1-4.

NSGA-III MOEA/DD Two_Arch2 R2MPSO MaOPSO acMaPSO acMaMaPSO

DTLZ1 2.319 10−2 1.985 10−1 3.568 1.942 10−1 2.973 10−2 2.035 10−2 3.564 10−2

DTLZ2 1.526 0.0000 8.197 10−4 3.205 10−3 6.981 10−2 3.205 10−3 0.0000

DTLZ3 4.984 10−4 3.984 10−4 2.039 10−3 6.197 10−2 7.0292 6.197 10−2 5.168 10−2

DTLZ4 3.028 10−3 5.194 10−2 0.0000 4.192 9.119 10−4 4.192 10−2 4.069 10−2

– Since the NSGA-III algorithm is tested by their authors only on
instances of theoretical test problems, our study is a proof of the
applicability of this algorithm in a real-world context, using real
experimentations.

– In contrast with other algorithms, the NSGA-III in simulations
has higher RSSI than in experiments.

– In comparison with RSSI, the FER rates are more important in
experiments than in simulations.

5.3. Statistical nonparametric tests for comparison between algo-

rithms

In this section, we evaluate the competitiveness of acMaPSO
and acMaMaPSO froma statistical point of view. Indeed, in addition
to the numerical tests with the metrics of performance evaluation
(HV and IGD) and the experimental metrics (RSSI, FER, Number of
neighbors), performing a statistical test is very useful to prove the
robustness of the obtained results regarding the behavior of the
proposed algorithms. Generally, we use statistical tests to evaluate
one (ormore) population(s) through samples of data.We choose to
perform a pairwise test (wicolxon signed ranks test) and amultiple
statistical comparison test (Friedman Test).

Indeed, in statistics, such statistical tests imply the preliminary
definition of two hypotheses. A first (called null hypothesis H0)
indicating that there is no difference between the compared popu-
lations, and a second (called alternative hypothesis H1) indicating
the existence of a difference between compared populations (then,
between compared algorithms). The application of such a test with
hypothesis requires the definition of a level of significance (α) to
identify the level in which the hypothesis can be discarded.

For both tests (wicolxon and Friedman), DTLZ test problems
were usedwith 4 objectives, 9 variables for DTLZ1 and 11 variables
for DTLZ2-4. The values of the parameters of the used algorithms
are the same as in simulations and experiments (Section 5.2).
Table 8 illustrates the average errors values (for 30 runs).

5.3.1. Pairwise comparisons test: Wilcoxon signed ranks tests

The Wilcoxon signed ranks, considered as the non-parametric
equivalent of the parametric t-test, relies on the pairwise compar-
ison of different paired groups (algorithms in our case), to assess
their differences in behavior. We use this test to decide to reject or
accept the null hypothesis asserting that two different algorithms
represent two distinct populations. Initially, we calculate the signs
R+ and R− between acMaPSO and each other algorithm. Then, their
associated p-values are determined, while ensuring the following
property R+ + R− = n (n + 1)/2 for compared each pair. Table 9
shows the computed R+, R− and p-values for pairs of algorithms
using the Wilcoxon Test.

The obtained results confirm that acMaPSO has an improve-
ment over NSGA-III, with a level of significance α = 0.1, over

Table 9

Computed R+ , R− , and p-values for all pairs (Wilcoxon test).

acMaPSO -

NSGA-III

acMaPSO -

MOEA/DD

acMaPSO -

Two_Arch2

acMaPSO -

MaOPSO

acMaPSO -

R2MPSO

R+ 282 265 273 289 236

R− 79 54 32 82 87

p-values 0.0741 0.0063 0.0085 0.0234 0.0418

Table 10

Average ranking (Friedman test).

Test Pb/

algorithm

NSGA-III MOEA/DD Two_Arch2 acMaPSO MaOPSO R2MPSO

DTLZ1 3 2.5 2 2 3 3

DTLZ2 3 2.5 3 1.5 2.5 2.5

DTLZ3 3 3 1.5 1.5 3 3

DTLZ4 4 4 4 2.5 4 3

Average 3.25 3 2.625 1.875 3.125 2.875

MaOPSO and R2MPSO, with α = 0.05, and over MOEA/DD and
Two_Arch2 with α = 0.01.

Inwhat follows,we compare simultaneously several algorithms
together using the FriedmanTestwhich considers a controlmethod
for these comparisons. In order to compare the performance of the
new proposed algorithm with other state-of-the-art algorithms,
this new algorithm is generally taken as the control method.

5.3.2. Multiple comparisons test: the Friedman test
The Friedman test [43], considered as the nonparametric equiv-

alent of the repeated measures ANOVA test, relies on a multiple
comparisons for computing the groups differences using a con-
trol method. In Friedman’s test, the null hypothesis assumes that
the medians between populations are equal while the alternative
hypothesis considers the opposite case. This test is used to know
if at least two of the set of samples represent populations with
different median values. This test relies on converting the initial
results into ranks. Table 10 illustrates the average ranking of the
acMaPSO algorithm (our control method) and others algorithms
with α = 0.05.

Obtained results show that, according to the ranking, NSGA-
III is the worst algorithm (highest rank) while acMaPSO is the
best (lowest rank). This is congruent with the results of Wilcoxon
test accepting the null hypothesis and assuming that acMaPSO is
better than other algorithms. This performance of acMaPSO can
be explained by the enhancement of the diversification introduced
by the bird’s accent concept (compared to MaOPSO, R2MPSO and
other algorithms).

5.3.3. Post-hoc procedures
Despite its effectiveness, the Friedman test is unable to make

appropriate comparisons between the considered algorithms. It



Table 11

Results of the Post-hoc procedures (Friedman test).

NSGA-III MOEA/DD Two_Arch2 MaOPSO R2MPSO

Hochberg 0.0265 0.000502 0.000312 0.00359 0.009688

Li 0.000698 0.000132 0.000481 0.000982 0.000667

Holm 0.00951 0.00783 0.00634 0.00223 0.0037

Holland 0.000251 0.000494 0.000293 0.000378 0.000324

Unajusted 0.0102 0.00023 0.0085 0.0234 0.0418

has the disadvantage of only detecting significant differences
across the entire multiple comparisons. If multiple tests aim to
perform a comparison by considering a method of control and a
set of algorithms, we can define a family of hypotheses that are
related to themethod of control. Afterwards, a post-hoc test is used
to obtain a p-value that determines the degree of rejection of each
hypothesis. A family of hypotheses is composed of a set of logically
comparable interdependent hypotheses. If we have Q algorithms,
in 1×Q comparisons, the control method is compared with the
other k-1 study algorithms. In theQ×Q comparisons, we have k(k-
1)/2 possible comparisons between the different algorithms. Thus,
we obtain a family of k-1 or k(k -1)/2 of hypotheses, respectively,
which are ordered by their p-value, in increasing order.

In our case, the p-value is set to 0.002 (calculated by the Fried-
man Test). Since p-value <α, the Friedman test rejects the null
hypothesis (Equality of medians). Hence, there is a difference be-
tween the algorithms. Following this rejection of the null hypothe-
sis, we can perform a post-hoc test to control the family-wise error.
We can use post hoc procedures such as Hochberg, Li or Holm.
Table 11 illustrates the p-values of these post-hoc procedures
(acMaPSO is the control method).

Obtained results show that acMaPSO is more competitive than
other algorithms for different post-hoc procedures. The best
behavior (lowest p-values) was recorded for Li and Holland tests.

Nevertheless, the Friedman test is based on a ranking system
that allows only intra-set comparisons. This presents a drawback
if the number of algorithms to be compared is small because the
intra-set comparisons may not be significant. In this case we can
use other more performing tests like Quade tests or Friedman
Aligned Ranks.

5.4. Computational complexity and runtime analysis

A study of the temporal complexity is very useful in evaluating
the behavior of the proposed algorithms with respect to other
algorithms in terms of computing time.

∗ Computational complexity of algorithms

The computational complexity indicates the rate of increase in
execution time proportionally to the population. Low time exe-
cution does not indicate a low calculation complexity. Table 12
illustrates the computational complexity of different algorithms.
Each algorithm is tested on the DTLZ1 problem with a population
of n individuals.

Table 12 shows that MaOPSO/2s-pccs has the highest com-
putational complexity and that acMaPSO and MOPSO have the
lowest complexity. The complexity of acMaMaPSO is higher than
that of acMaPSO because of the additional cost of communications
between agents.

Table 13 illustrates the average execution time (of 25 runs) of
the tested algorithms on the 3-objectives DTLZ1 problem.

The lowest execution time was recorded for acMaMaPSO while
acMaPSO is better than other algorithms except acMaMaPSO.

∗ Influence of the number of nodes on the execution time

To have an idea about the scalability of the algorithms and their
convergence times with respect to the number of nodes, Fig. 10

studies the influence of the number of used nodes on the execution
time.

Fig. 10 shows that increasing the number of agents leads to a
high increase in the execution time. This augmentation is more
excessive for the acMaMaPSO compared to other algorithms.

∗ Influence of the size of the initial population on the execution

time

Each individual in the acMaPSO population is identified by a par-
ticle (or an agent in acMaMaPSO) representing a deployment so-
lution that reflects a specific distribution of all nodes. Fig. 11
illustrates the variation of the runtime of the algorithms on DTLZ1
with 30 independent runtime with different population sizes.

Fig. 11 shows that the increase of the execution time is propor-
tional to the population size. Moreover, the acMaMaPSO execution
time increases faster than other algorithms, and acMaPSO is better
than NSGA-III, MOEA/DD and Two_Arch2 for a population of 700
Individuals.

∗ Testing the effect of the number and the interdependence

between objectives

Fig. 12 investigates the influence of varying the number and the
interdependence of objectives on the execution time of the algo-
rithms.

From Fig. 12, the number of objectives and the dependencies
between them greatly influence the execution time:we notice that
acMaMaPSO is always the least efficient. On the other hand, the
behavior of the algorithms is similar for three independent and five
dependent objectives (with higher values).

∗ Discussion

– The execution time of the acMaPSO is better than NSGA-III
and Two_Arch2 but MOEA/DD has a better execution time than
acMaPSO.

– The execution time of acMaMaPSO is high compared to other
algorithms: in acMaMaPSO, we lose more execution time than
acMaPSO but we gain the performance and the quality of the so-
lution (although acMaPSO behavior is not so far from acMaMaPSO:
see Figs. 6–9). This runtime cost of acMaMaPSO is due to the
time allocated to the communication between agents. Generally,
MAS simulation is, by nature, costly in terms of execution time.
This can lead to a lengthy optimization process. Hence, scalable
optimization ofMASmust be carefully taken to ensure the speed of
simulations. We use the Jade platform, changing this platform (by
jadex for example) is to be considered as a perspective in order to
enhance the execution time.

– Moreover, a comparison based on a theoretical runtime anal-
ysis (such as in [44]) is very interesting to analyze the time com-
plexity of evolutionary algorithms.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we proposed two new variants of the PSO al-
gorithm: the acMaPSO which includes a new concept of bird’s
accents and the acMaMaPSO which represents the hybridization
of the acMaPSO with MAS to make the particles more intelligent,
autonomous and able to learn. The proposed bird accent concept is
based on the singing experience of each particle which contributes
to enhancing the diversity of the population and avoiding local
optima. An extensive comparison of the performance of the pro-
posed algorithmswith other ones is achieved based on HV and IGD
metrics, then network metrics. Afterward, a set of statistical tests
followed by an analysis of the execution time are performed. The
two proposed algorithms achieve (and surpasses for specific evalu-
ationmetrics such as the number of neighbors), the performance of
the standard PSO and the NSGA-III algorithm. As an application, we
proposed to assess the performance of the suggested algorithms on



Table 12

Comparison of the computational complexity on an M-objective DTLZ1 problem.

NSGA-III MOEA/DD Two_Arch2 acMaPSO acMaMaPSO MOPSO

(only for M ≤ 3)

Two-stage MaOPSO:

MaOPSO/2s-pccs [28]

O(Mn2) Not mentioned

by authors

O(Mn2) O(Mnlogn)

Worst case

O(Mn2)

O(Mn2) O(Mnlogn) O(M(n1 + L2n2) ∼= O(Mn3)

n1n2 are the population sizes at stages I

and II, L is the archive bounded-size

Table 13

Comparison of the average execution time on a 3-objective DTLZ1 problem.

NSGA-III MOEA/DD Two_Arch2 acMaPSO acMaMaPSO MOPSO MaOPSO/2s-pccs{20}

1.64e+02 5.22e+01 6.37e+01 3.82e+01 3.25e+02 7.44e+01 -

Fig. 10. Execution time of the algorithms with respect to the number of nodes.

Fig. 11. Execution time of the algorithms with respect to the population size.

Fig. 12. Execution time of the algorithms with respect to the number of objectives.

the problemof 3D indoor deployment of a DL-IoTwith a real-world
deployment experiment based on prototyping on real nodes of an
OpenWiNo-based testbed. Nevertheless, different improvements
can be proposed for this study. First, as deduced from results,
acMaMaPSO suffers from a high execution time. Hence the impor-
tance of proposing a less time-consuming version of this algorithm.
Moreover, although our Ophelia testbed is more realistic than a
platform with a large number of uniform nodes such as IoTLab [3],
SmartSantander [4] or INDRIYA [5]. These latter platforms allow
scaling up and testing our approachwith a greater number of nodes
(up to 1024nodes). Since the IoTLab allows to test the samemetrics
of our experiments (RSSI, link quality...etc.), tests on this latter are
envisaged in future works to prove the scalability of our approach
and to compare its results with Ophelia ones.
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